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Review:

A very beneficial course, in my opinion. Will recommend my company to
include this course in our training as it provides a very good overview of the
standard, its history, chapters, and content. Very focus-oriented as the
presentation of the materials had different animations and also included
regular knowledge checks.

The course objectives are clearly defined at the start
of the course.: Agree

The course content matched the course objectives.: Agree

All course objectives were achieved (as outlined at
the start of the course).: Agree

The length of the course was:: Correct Length

Overall, how would you rate your training experience
with Comply Guru?: 5

Would you recommend this course to anyone else
who needed similar training?: Yes

The course content was accurate, well-written and
useful.: Agree

In your opinion, in what ways could the online
modules be improved?:

The design of the modules are fun and pretty but
sometimes had to wait a while for the animation to
finish loading which is very unnecessary while taking
a course like this. A loading indicator could help as
the screen was just white - I sent a support email
about this once but I did have this issue again.

Based on your experience with this course. How
likely are you to recommend online training versus
traditional [classroom] training?:

Very Likely

https://www.complyguru.com


Please supply a short review about your overall
training experience with Comply Guru. Thank you!:

A very beneficial course, in my opinion. Will
recommend my company to include this course in
our training as it provides a very good overview of
the standard, its history, chapters, and content. Very
focus-oriented as the presentation of the materials
had different animations and also included regular
knowledge checks.


